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Abstract

Metaphors are highly creative constructs of hu-
man language that grow old and eventually die.
Popular datasets used for metaphor process-
ing tasks were constructed from dated source
texts. In this paper, we propose NewsMet,
a large high-quality contemporary dataset of
news headlines hand-annotated with metaphor-
ical verbs. The dataset comprises headlines
from various sources including political, satir-
ical, reliable and fake. Our dataset serves the
purpose of evaluation for the tasks of metaphor
interpretation and generation. The experi-
ments reveal several insights and limitations of
using LLMs to automate metaphor processing
tasks as frequently seen in the recent literature.
The dataset is publicly available for research
purposes1.

1 Introduction

Metaphors are creative cognitive constructs de-
signed to communicate an idea in an evocative
fashion (Khaliq et al., 2021). Research on compu-
tational metaphor processing has explored a variety
of questions related to the detection of metaphor-
ical speech in text (Choi et al., 2021; Zhang and
Liu, 2022) and its interpretation by readers (Rai
et al., 2019; Aghazadeh et al., 2022). The task
of metaphor generation (Ottolina and Pavlopoulos,
2022; Li et al., 2022; Stowe et al., 2021b) has re-
cently gained traction due to the growing ability of
LLMs to forge common sensical connections.

Metaphors are highly creative constructs of hu-
man language that grow old and eventually die
(Rai et al., 2017). The vast majority of studies
on metaphors in the English language still rely on
datasets such as TroFi (Birke and Sarkar, 2006),
VUA Metaphor Corpus (Steen et al., 2010), and
LCC (Mohler et al., 2016) that contain archaic
source texts (See Table A1). For instance, the news

1https://github.com/AxleBlaze3/
NewsMet_Metaphor_Dataset

genre in VUA Metaphor corpus (Steen et al., 2010)
which is derived from BNC Baby2 has the latest
headline from the year 1994.

Dead metaphors in these archaic source texts are
essentially ineffective training samples. Moreover,
the object of interest that is, metaphors from con-
temporary world texts are lacking. For instance,
consider the metaphor heal in “love heals soul” that
does not require much thought to comprehend ver-
sus a phrase like “Amtrak dining car heals nation”
taken from a headline in our dataset.

In this paper, we propose NewsMet, a large
high-quality contemporary dataset of news head-
lines hand-annotated with metaphorical verbs.
Metaphors are a commonly used figurative
construct in news headlines to better explain
a complex event or scenario. For instance,
consider the phrases <companies, pushing,
boundaries/reforms> vs <companies, pushing, mi-
crochip implants>. The metaphorical verb push
with pushing implants is a relatively new use.
News headlines thus provide an evolving linguistic
backdrop with new entities to learn contemporary
metaphor use. Metaphors are also routinely used to
make a political or social argument. Metaphorical
language imprints emotions that one may not have
anticipated otherwise and therefore, metaphorical
news could be an interesting data source to evaluate
the detection of hyperpartisan content.

In this paper, we make the following contribu-
tions:

• We present a large dataset of high-quality con-
temporary metaphors from natural settings
published during 2017-2018. The dataset com-
prises headlines from sources identified as re-
liable, fake, bias etc. More information is
provided in Table 3.

• We investigate the quality of predictions gen-
2http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/corpus/

baby/manual.pdf
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erated by Large Language Models (LLMs) for
the task of metaphor detection, interpretation
and generation concerning (a) correctness, (b)
likelihood and (c) goodness of the generated
predictions.

We believe that the proposed dataset will be
an invaluable resource for researchers studying
metaphor processing, providing a rich and diverse
set of samples. We further believe that metaphors
in news headlines will help understand and tackle
the growing bias and hyperpartisan in digital me-
dia. Additionally, the dataset could be utilised to
evaluate natural language understanding in LLMs.

2 Background

Early approaches for metaphor processing focused
on analyzing restricted forms of linguistic context
such as the subject-verb-object (SVO) type gram-
matical relation, using hand-crafted features (Bol-
legala and Shutova, 2013; Rai et al., 2018). Later,
the approaches evolved to capture implicit rela-
tionships in long text through word embeddings
and large language models. Rai and Chakraverty
(2020) and Tong et al. (2021) provide a detailed
discussion on these approaches as well as exist-
ing datasets for the tasks of linguistic metaphor
detection and interpretation. Metaphor generation
research in particular has recently gained traction
with quite a few approaches exploiting neural lan-
guage models as their underlying knowledge base
(Stowe et al., 2021a; Chakrabarty et al., 2021).

To evaluate machine-generated metaphori-
cal content, BigBench (BIG-bench collabo-
ration, 2021) proposed four metaphor-related
classification tasks (figure_of_speech_detection,
metaphor_boolean, metaphor_understanding and
identify_odd_metaphor). These tasks use newly
curated datasets from sources such as online liter-
ature and existing datasets. However, the average
size of the 4 datasets mentioned is 255, limiting
their usefulness for the task of evaluation. More-
over, the aforementioned BigBench tasks and some
other newly proposed datasets like Do Dinh et al.
(2018) and IMPLI (Stowe et al., 2022) use source
texts from old datasets, such as the BNC corpus
(dated 1975-1995) and SemEval 2013 Task 5 (data
collected in 2009). This limits their novelty as the
source text remains similar to old datasets. Alnajjar
et al. (2023) curated multi-modal Ring That Bell
corpus of permissively licensed YouTube videos
that have human-authored closed captions in En-

glish with metaphors annotated by human experts.
This dataset has visual and audio clues that pro-
vides additional context for text interpretation.

Existing datasets for metaphor interpretation
(See Table A2) and generation (See Table A3)
are included in the appendix A. Bizzoni and Lap-
pin (2018a) posed the metaphor interpretation task
as an entailment problem and provided a collec-
tion of 200 metaphorical sentences with four para-
phrases. Liu et al. (2022a) introduced a corpus
of over 10k creative sentences based on the Wino-
grad Schema to test common sense reasoning of
models for figurative text. An example is “The
dinner has the flavor of a rubber duck.” with two
paraphrases. However, the text itself reveals the in-
herent property (flavor) which makes it inappropri-
ate for the task of metaphor interpretation. Zayed
et al. (2020a) built a corpus of 1350 verb-object
metaphoric pairs with “dictionary definitions”. Re-
cently, Chakrabarty et al. (2022) released FLUTE
having 750 metaphors with two paraphrases. This
dataset is however built using old sources.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no gold-
label dataset to evaluate metaphor generation tasks.
Chakrabarty et al. (2021) provide a method to gen-
erate silver labels using a BERT model finetuned
on VUA and LCC (See Table A1). The authors
ensure quality by considering sentences with prob-
ability > 0.95 (Pg 4252, Sec 2.1). However, it is
worth noting that 83.38% of the predicted samples
had probabilities > 0.95.

Through this work, we aim to bridge the gap
for a high-quality contemporary dataset of English
metaphors. The proposed dataset has fresh, expert-
authored, thought-provoking metaphors that were
used in contemporary world contexts. Additionally,
we help address the gold data scarcity challeng-
ing metaphor interpretation and generation tasks
by providing samples for all three use cases i.e.
detection, interpretation and generation.

3 Proposed Approach

Figurative text annotation is a non-trivial task that
demands significant cognitive effort and time. Be-
low are the key concerns that we considered while
designing the annotation pipeline:

• Sparsity: Headlines with metaphors are likely
rare. A random sampling of headlines for
manual annotation tasks thus may lead to a
skewed distribution favoring literal headlines.
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Figure 1: Here, we present the pipeline for news headlines annotation. In Silver Labels phase, we automati-
cally predict plausible candidates for tasks (a) Metaphor Detection, (b) Metaphor Generation and (c) Metaphor
Interpretation. The silver labels are manually verified and corrected as required in Gold Labels phase.

• Subjectivity: Metaphors are highly subjective
cognitive constructs. It is thus important to
capture diverse perspectives from multiple an-
notators for the tasks namely metaphor inter-
pretation and generation.

• Skilled Annotators: Humans are adept at iden-
tifying good vs bad metaphors. However,
they struggle when asked to create metaphors.
Without skilled experts, it may be difficult to
think of good metaphors.

To alleviate these concerns, we use state-of-the-
art large language models (LLMs) for generation of
silver candidates. With the help of a LLM, we iden-
tify possibly metaphorical and literal headlines that
are then randomly sampled for manual annotation.
The intent is to improve the likelihood of seeing
metaphorical headlines during manual annotation.
We also generate a diverse set of metaphorical and
literal candidates using an LLM for human evalua-
tion. We believe that human annotators will be able
to appreciate novel interpretations and metaphori-
cal mappings when presented, and will be quick to
discard incorrect or absurd connections. This will
ensure diversity as well as help us overcome the
need for highly skilled annotators. The proposed
annotation pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 News Headlines Corpus
For dataset creation, we use the open source Fake
News Corpus (Szpakowski, 2020) that contains
news articles from various sources known for click-
bait, reliable, fake articles. At the time of data
collection, the latest news article in this dataset was

scraped on Feb 28, 2018. The publication date was
identified using the URL associated with the news
article. We considered headlines published from
2017-2018.

We started with a subsample of 100k headlines
having > 7 words. The threshold was decided
empirically to ensure sufficient context. For this
study, we focus on verb metaphors, hence we iden-
tified headlines that contained a single SVO triplet3.
We also ensured the verb in the SVO triplet is the
ROOT when parsed using spaCy (Honnibal et al.,
2020). For example, consider the headline:

“Jeff Sessions due to face Democrats’ Russia
questions next week.”4

The detected SVO triplet is {Sessions, face, ques-
tions} and face is the ROOT as seen in Figure 2.
Hence this headline will be retained.

An example of a headline that would be dropped
is:

“France Threatens Brexit Deal Unless UK Takes
More Calais Migrants.” 5

Here, the detected SVO is {UK, Takes, Migrants}
but the ROOT obtained after dependency parsing
is Deal. We thus remove this headline from the set.
The intent behind this filtering is to identify the sub-
ject and object associated with a verb which is often
critical information when determining metaphoric-
ity.

3https://github.com/NSchrading/
intro-spacy-nlp/blob/master/subject_
object_extraction.py

4Rawstory
5Breitbart
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Figure 2: Dependency parse tree as generated by spaCy. Here, face is the ROOT.

Dataset Class F1test1 F1test2

Dimbal
L 0.78 0.76
M 0.78 0.71

Dbal
L 0.71 0.58
M 0.69 0.23

Table 1: Performance Evaluation of Models finetuned
on Dimbal and Dbal. The train validation split is 90 :
10. L stands for Literal and M for Metaphorical.

We refer to the ROOT as the focus verb in the
rest of the paper. At this stage, we have 28742
unique headlines. We pick a random sample of 15k
headlines for the next stage keeping in mind the
manual effort for annotation.

3.1.1 Metaphor Detection
To tackle sparsity, we finetuned a state-of-the-
art large language model, RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) to automate the task of identifying possi-
ble metaphorical headlines. The model is openly
available and well-suited for the task of text classi-
fication. We utilized the publicly available datasets
listed in Table A1 for finetuning. This collection
has a total of 62k samples of which 52k were
metaphorical. We call this set Dimbal. To reduce
the imbalance between the literal and metaphori-
cal classes, we added 29k unique literal sentences
from WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015) that is known to
be highly objective. We also empirically verified
the literalness of sentences by manually inspecting
a random sample of 200. Adding these sentences
increased the literal samples to 39k. We then ran-
domly sampled an equal number of metaphorical
samples from Dimbal. We call this new set Dbal

having an equal number of metaphorical and literal
samples i.e. 39k samples each.

We manually curated two balanced test sets (a)
test1 consisting of a random sample from Dimbal.
Please note, these samples were not used for train-
ing purposes. (b) test2 having headlines from fake

news corpus. Both test sets had 50 samples each.
The Fleiss kappa (Fleiss et al., 1981) obtained for
test1 was 0.7 and Cohen kappa (Cohen, 1960) for
test2 was 0.76. Both test sets are provided at the
link6. The performance of both models on these
test sets is summarized in Table 1. The model
trained on Dimbal substantially outperformed the
other. Hence, we use the RoBERTa finetuned on
Dimbal. We denote this model as Mmet_det.

Out of the 15k headlines curated earlier, 10061
were predicted as metaphorical by Mmet_det and
4939 as literal.

3.1.2 Candidate Sets for Metaphor
Interpretation and Generation

For this task, we mask the focus verb in each head-
line and extract the top 200 candidate replacements
generated by a LLM. As our goal is masked word
replacement, we did not consider Causal Language
Models such as GPT-n. After manually inspect-
ing the quality of candidates generated by Masked
Language Models including ALBERT (Lan et al.,
2019), DeBERTa (He et al., 2020) and RoBERTa,
we picked ALBERT for our task.

We denote the unfiltered initial set of top 200
candidates as Cinit. As a postprocessing step, we
filtered candidates that were purely non-alphabetic.
Duplicate lemmas within the candidate sets were
removed. We also removed non-verb candidates.
The non-verb candidates were detected by substi-
tuting them in place of the focus verb and using
spaCy’s POS tagger (Honnibal et al., 2020). We
will denote this filtered set of candidates as Cfilter.

To segregate metaphorical candidates from lit-
eral candidates, we replace the focus verb in a given
headline with the candidate verbs c ∈ Cfilter and
predict the metaphoricity of the new headline con-
taining the respective candidate using Mmet_det.

6https://github.com/AxleBlaze3/
NewsMet_Metaphor_Dataset/tree/main/data/
custom_test_sets
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We only consider the top 6 candidates to limit the
effort and ensure the quality of the manual anno-
tation task discussed in Section 3.2. Headlines
having < 6 candidates were dropped. We refer to
the top 6 candidates of the literal partition as Linit,
metaphorical partition as Minit and the combined
data as Dinit respectively.

Consider the headline,

“Handling of Police Killing Spurs Grand Jury
Inquiry Into Prosecutor.” 7

In this case, spurs is the focus verb. Here,
Cinit = { prompting, prompted, threatens, ...,
headline, catalyze, 1944 }. On passing the candi-
dates through Mmet_det, we have Minit = { threat-
ens, requires, triggered, sends, raises, starts } and
Linit = { prompting, enters, begins, announces,
asks, causing }

We considered a total of 2592 original headlines
with candidate sets for gold label annotations. Of
these 2592 headlines, 1430 were metaphorical and
1162 were literal as per predictions by Mmet_det.

3.2 Gold Labels
At this stage, we have a collection of news head-
lines with silver labels that is <Headline, Focus
verb, Class (M/L), Minit, Linit >. We design the
gold label annotation process as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1 and described below.

• Task-1: Identify if the given text is metaphor-
ical or literal. We use the guidelines8 as pro-
vided in the Metaphor Identification Proce-
dure VU University Amsterdam (MIP-VU)
(Pragglejaz_Group, 2007) for annotation. An-
notators were encouraged to use the Merriam-
Webster Dictionary9 to help identify basic and
contextual meanings of lexical units. A head-
line is marked invalid if it contains figurative
text that is not metaphorical. This includes
metonymy, idioms, sarcasm and so on. The
annotators are duly explained meanings of
these linguistic constructs with examples con-
trasting them with metaphorical use.

• Task-2 Identify if the highlighted verb is
metaphorical. This is an important step as
the generation of metaphorical or literal can-
didates are performed by masking the focus
verb.

7New York Times
8http://www.vismet.org/metcor/

documentation/MIPVU.html
9https://www.merriam-webster.com/

• Task-3 Verify the semantic appropriateness
and metaphoricity of the metaphorical or lit-
eral predictions provided by LLMs (RoBERTa
and ALBERT) as is the case.

– If the sentence and the focus verb
are metaphorical, then annotators were
asked to identify the candidates from the
given literal set which make the sentence
more literal while preserving the origi-
nal meaning of the sentence when sub-
stituted in place of the focus verb. We
denote this set as Lfinal.

– Analogously, if the sentence and the fo-
cus verb are literal, then the annotators
are prompted to identify candidates from
the given metaphorical candidate set that
makes the sentence more metaphorical
while preserving the original meaning of
the sentence when substituted in place
of the focus verb. We denote this set as
Mfinal.

3.2.1 Annotation Interface
We used Streamlit10 an open-source app framework
to build our annotation interface (see Figure A1).
In a particular week, each annotator was given a
maximum of 100 headlines to annotate. There were
four questions to be answered.

Q1 Is the sentence metaphorical?

Q2 Is the focus verb metaphorical?

Q3 Which of the candidates makes the sentence
more metaphorical / literal?

Q4 Which of the candidates satisfies the above
condition while preserving the meaning of the
sentence?

We implemented a quality check (QC) mecha-
nism to evaluate the trustworthiness of annotators.
A QC question is triggered randomly that has a
definitive answer for Q1 and Q2. Annotations by
annotators who performed poorly on the QC metric
are discarded.

3.2.2 Human Annotators
A total of 15 annotators volunteered for our task.
Each annotator was 18-22 years old and a native of
India. Twelve annotators identified themselves as
male and the remaining as female. Each annotator

10https://streamlit.io/
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Group Dgold Dgold+

Invalid 314 - -
Hm & Vm 389 1009
Hm & Vl 205 -

Hm & (Vm || Vl ) 594 1009 =1603
Hl & Vl 611 455 =1066

=1205 =1464 = 2669

Table 2: Distribution of NewsMet Dataset. Here,
Hm indicates metaphorical headline, Vm indicates
metaphorical verb and Hl, Vl are the literal counter-
parts. Invalid indicates headlines that were figurative
but not metaphorical such as idioms and metonymies.

was a fluent speaker of English. To ensure that the
annotators had a uniform understanding of the task,
each annotator completed a brief training before
undertaking the quality check task. After quality
check evaluation, we selected 8 annotators who
demonstrated a thorough understanding of the task
to carry out the final set of annotations on streamlit.

4 Results & Discussion

4.1 NewsMet Dataset

A total of 1519 headlines containing 795 unique
focus verbs were manually annotated. The final
distribution of labels is provided in Table 2. Dgold

indicates the set of hand-annotated original head-
lines. Over 44% of the headlines irrespective of
type including reliable were marked as metaphori-
cal (see Table 3).

The set of literal headlines can be further trans-
formed into metaphorical headlines by replacing
the focus verb with verbs from the verified candi-
date list Mfinal. Likewise, the metaphorical head-
lines can be converted to literal headlines by pick-
ing candidates from Lfinal. For instance, consider
the literal headline below,

‘Trump blames Obama again for Russian hack-
ing — but still refuses to do anything about it’11.

Here, blames is the focus verb and Mfinal= {
slammed, kicks }. If we substitute slammed in
place of blame, the transformed headline with the
metaphorical verb is as follows:

Trump slammed Obama again for Russian hack-
ing — but still refuses to do anything about it.

We use Dgold+ to denote this expanded set of
headlines. We thus have 1009 new metaphori-

11Rawstory

Type #Hm #H(m+l) %m

Political 213 428 49.7%
Satire 85 178 47.7%

Reliable 80 157 50.9%
Fake 71 161 44%
Bias 35 73 47.9%

Clickbait 30 50 60%
Conspiracy 27 52 51.9%
Unknown 40 76 52.6%

Others 13 30 43.3%
Total 594 1205

Table 3: Type Distribution in NewsMet. Here,
#Hm indicates the number of metaphorical headlines.
#Hm+l indicates the total number of headlines includ-
ing metaphorical and literal. %m indicates the propor-
tion of metaphorical headlines. The type label Others
includes types with less than 10 articles such as Hate,
JunkSci, Unreliable.

cal headlines and 455 new literal headlines in ad-
dition to the original 1519 headlines in our cor-
pus. This combined set of 2669 headlines can be
used for training figurative text detection models.
To the best of our knowledge, the news genre in
VUA Metaphor corpus12 has 1451 metaphorical
sentences out of 1704.

A total of 266 headlines (Hm & Vm) have at
least one literal interpretation whereas, 445 head-
lines (Hl & Vl) have at least one metaphorical in-
terpretation.

4.2 Quality of Silver Labels
4.2.1 Correctness
Out of 1430 headlines predicted as metaphorical
by Mmet_det, 41% were annotated as metaphorical
by human annotators. That is, a false positive rate
of 59%. Likewise, 27% were false negatives that
is, metaphorical headlines were predicted as literal
by Mmet_det. It is thus important that finetuned
Metaphor Detection models are properly validated
and tested on out-of-domain corpora.

Out of 389 valid headlines considered for
metaphor interpretation (that is Hm & Vm), 32%
had no correct candidate and another 32% had only
one correct candidate. Whereas for the task of
metaphor generation (that is Hl & Vl), 27% were
found to have no correct candidate and almost 24%
were assigned only one correct candidate by human
annotators. Interestingly, metaphor interpretation

12https://github.com/jayelm/
broader-metaphor
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Figure 3: Metaphoricity i.e. min(cos(s, c), cos(o, c))
distribution for generated candidates from Minit and
Mfinal.

has a higher error rate compared to the relatively
difficult and creative task of metaphor generation.

4.2.2 Likelihood of finding the first candidate

To determine the position of the first discovered
candidate, we use the candidate’s index position as
in Cinit before any postprocessing (as described in
Section 3.1.2).

Metaphor Generation: 89% of the candidates
in Minit were found within the interval [0, 10] and
that increased to 96.5% on stretching the interval
to [0, 20]. In contrast, only 54% of the candidates
in Mfinal were in the interval [0, 10] and it went
up to 66.2% for the interval [0, 20]. There were no
candidates found in 27% of the cases. The high per-
centage of headlines without any correct candidates
indeed indicates that Mmet_det was overconfident
in labeling metaphors.

Metaphor Interpretation: On repeating the
same experiment on Linit, 94% of the candidates
were within the interval [0, 10]. This went up to
98.7% when we considered the interval as [0, 20].
However, only 57% of the candidates in Lfinal

were located within the interval of [0, 10]. This
increased to 65% for the interval [0, 20]. There
were no candidates found in 32% of the cases. This
could be attributed to the lack of an explicit mech-
anism to filter out candidates semantically farther
from the focus verb.

4.2.3 Goodness of Prediction

The goodness of prediction is computed only for
the task of metaphor generation. The aim is to
probe the metaphoricity and diversity of the gener-
ated metaphorical candidate set.

Algorithm 1 Measuring Diversity

Input: H ← headline, fv ← focus_verb,Minit

Output: clusters, diversity
1: clusters← {φ} . set of clusters of similar words
2: index← 0
3: for i in range(len(Minit)) do
4: ci ←Minit[i]
5: H ← H.swap(fv, ci)
6: synset1 ← lesk(H, ci, verb)
7: for j in range(i+1,len(Minit) do
8: cj ←Minit[j]
9: H ← H.swap(fv, cj)

10: synset2 ← lesk(H, cj , verb)
11: sim_score← synset1.lch_sim(synset2)

. Threshold is decided empirically. Here, it is 1.7
12: if sim_score > threshold then
13: if ci ∈ clusters then
14: clusters[find(ci)].union(cj)
15: else if cj ∈ clusters then
16: clusters[find(cj)].union(ci)
17: else
18: clusters[index++].union(ci, cj)
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: diversity = |clusters|
24: return diversity, clusters

Metaphoricity: We leverage the notion of
incongruity (Wilks, 1975) to determine the
metaphoricity of the generated candidates with re-
spect to their subject(s) and object(o) in a given
headline. We make a simple assumption that a
metaphorical candidate c ∈ Minit is incongru-
ous either with its subject or object in the head-
line. A lower similarity indicates a higher dis-
tance between the candidate word and its sur-
rounding context and therefore, higher metaphoric-
ity (Yu and Wan, 2019). We thus consider the
function min(cos(s, c), cos(o, c)) when determin-
ing metaphoricity.

We use the cosine similarity function found in
the Gensim library (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) and
GloVe-300d embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014)
to estimate the dissimilarity for our experiments.
We plot the distribution of candidates in Minit in
Figure 3.

The plot does reflect a pattern for lower co-
sine similarity and therefore higher metaphoricity,
which is in tune with the hand-annotated candi-
dates in Mfinal. We also note that candidates hav-
ing low min(cos(s, c), cos(o, c)) are more likely
to be marked metaphorical by human annotators
compared to other machine-generated candidates.

Diversity: A metaphor is a mapping between a
TARGET domain and SOURCE domain. Consider
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Headline (focus verb) Clustersi diversity

Far Cry 5’: Coop Mission has a massive
problem with mission progress

{confronts, faces}1,{creates, causes}2,
{finds}3, {tackles}4

4

Wait... Peter Strzok Discussed ‘Insur-
ance Policy’ Against Trump Presidency
With Andrew McCabe?

{sells, buying, traded}1, {wants}2,
{gets}3, {considers}4

4

Could One of These Four Screenplays
Win the Oscar?

{steal, snatch, take}1, {grab}2, {
snare}3, { scoop}4

4

Sens. Cory Booker, Al Franken and
Elizabeth Warren propose that the U.S.
‘prevent genocide’

{demanded ask}1, {insist, require,
recommend}2, { suggest}3

3

Table 4: A subset of Headlines with clusters and diversity as generated by Algorithm 1. Here, i indicates the
cluster number, diversity is the number of clusters.

the metaphorical phrase, ‘My car drinks gasoline.’.
Here, the mapping is CAR IS ANIMATE and drink
is the linguistic manifestation from the domain AN-
IMATE.

In an attempt to quantify the variety within the
candidate set, we measure the diversity. That is,
the number of clusters formed after grouping con-
ceptually similar words. This is an approximation
to count the unique SOURCE DOMAINS in Minit.
Our algorithm for clustering conceptually similar
words is provided in Algorithm 1.

The input is { headline, focus verb, Minit }. The
objective is to group candidates having strong is-a
relationship. Using Lesk Algorithm (Lesk, 1986),
we first disambiguate the word sense to identify the
right WordNet (Fellbaum, 2010; Loper and Bird,
2002) synset for a candidate word c ∈ Minit as
in lines 3-6. Using Leacock-Chodorow similarity
(Leacock et al., 1998), we then determine the sim-
ilarity between the synsets of any two candidates
and accordingly cluster as in lines 7-18. We em-
pirically decided the similarity threshold as 1.7 to
be clustered together. We provide a few examples
in Table 4. For instance, words such as selling,
buying and trading are essentially representing an
overlapping idea. Likewise, create, cause also have
a shared meaning. On manual analysis of the clus-
tered sets, we found them to be coherent and valid.

Out of 611 headlines, we found that 238 (38.9%)
had a score of 6 for diversity that is, every candi-
date word was in its own cluster (#clusters = 6 as
there are only six candidates). 161 (26.3%) had 5,
115 (18.8%) had 4, 65 (10.6%) had 3, 26 (4.2%)
had 2 and only 6 (0.9%) had one. This is an encour-
aging result that indeed supports the use of LLMs
to generate diverse sets for the task of metaphor

Model A P R F1
Mmet_det 0.54 0.70 0.35 0.46

MDimbal+Dgold+
0.61 0.68 0.57 0.62

Table 5: Baseline Performance Evaluation for the task
of Metaphor Detection. RoBERTa model finetuned on
Dgold+ in addition to Dimbal performs significantly
better than Mmet_det.

generation.

4.3 Baseline Performance

We compared the performance of RoBERTa trained
on Dimbal +Dgold+ with Mmet_det (RoBERTa
trained on Dimbal (See Sec 3.1.1)). We split
Dgold+ into 80% train, 10% validation and 10%
test. While doing so, we ensured the test set Tgold+

of 546 samples had no overlap with the train and
validation sets in terms of headlines and their re-
spective transformations.
The performance on Tgold+ is summarized in Ta-
ble 5. MDimbal+Dgold+

showcased a performance
improvement of 7% in accuracy, 16% in F1 score
and 22% in recall. We also performed McNemar’s
statistical significance test and obtained a statistic
of 57 with p < 0.01 indicating the gain in perfor-
mance is statistically significant.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed NewsMet formed from
contemporary news headlines, hand-annotated with
metaphorical verbs. The samples are provided
with metaphorical and literal interpretations. This
dataset is useful for building and evaluating auto-
mated systems to detect, interpret as well as gen-
erate metaphors. Our analysis cautions against the
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blind use of fine-tuned metaphor detection models
to annotate new corpora. However, LLMs could
be of great help in curating diverse metaphorical
candidate sets. The proposed dataset has a variety
of news sources such as reliable and bias that can
be useful in understanding the role of metaphors in
news framing and hyperpartisan content. Machine
translation of figurative text is an under explored re-
search area. The literal candidates associated with
metaphorical samples can be used to automatically
evaluate the quality of translations. It would also
be interesting to evaluate LLMs for the task of gen-
erating culturally coherent metaphors in translated
news headlines.

Limitations

The proposed dataset is annotated for verb
metaphors in particular. However, other lexical
units including adjectives and adverbs should also
be studied in order to truly understand the role of
metaphors in news. It is important to examine the
diversity of the generated ideas when performing
metaphor generation. In this study, we proposed a
simple approach to cluster words using WordNet.
However, the metric is far from perfect and can be
improved. For the task of candidate generation, we
performed word masking to generate metaphorical
and literal substitutes as we were curious about the
ability of LLMs to generate relevant metaphorical
mappings while preserving the underlying seman-
tic idea. Direct substitution of metaphorical candi-
dates resulted in syntactically incoherent sentences
in a few cases. It may be better to paraphrase the
sentence after selecting the metaphorical mapping
(Ottolina and Pavlopoulos, 2022).

Ethical Concerns and Broader Impact

We created the dataset from a publicly available
news headlines dataset. This ensures that data is
free from (a) anonymity concerns, (b) obscenities
and (c) any stereotyping or bias. As the task is
cognitively intensive, we only assigned at most 150
headlines to each annotator. All annotators were
duly acknowledged and appreciated by Nvidia AI
Technology Center for their contribution. The orig-
inal dataset of news headlines is the under Apache
License 2.0. We are thus permitted to modify and
redistribute it.

Generating metaphors carries concerns due to
the implicit potential to craft misleading text. The
usage of metaphors has been shown to resonate

emotionally with readers (Citron and Goldberg,
2014). This should not be a concern with our
data as we only release generated candidates that
preserve the underlying semantic meaning of the
source headline.
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A Appendix

A.1 Existing datasets

Dataset Source Time Period
Tsvetkov et al. (2014) Web 2014
LCC (Mohler et al., 2016) ClueWeb09 and debate

politics forum
2009-unknown

TroFi (Birke and Sarkar, 2006) WSJ 1987-1989
Master Metaphor List (Lakoff and Johnson,
1980)

published books, papers
and research seminars

1991 edition

MetaNet (David et al., 2014) Original 2013-2016
Mohammad et al. (2016) Wordnet Not Specified.
VUAMC (Steen et al., 2010) BNC-Baby 1975-1995
The Mind is a Metaphor (Pasanek, 2015) Various Sources aim : 1660-1819
Grothe 13 Various Sources BC-21st century
WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015) Wikipedia Not Specified

Table A1: Metaphor Detection: Datasets used for finetuning RoBERTa

Dataset Source Time Period #M #NM Label Types
Shutova (2010) Mixed (BNC corpus) 2010 761 - Gold
Bizzoni and Lappin
(2018b)

Original (Crowd
sourced)

2018 200 - Gold

Zayed et al. (2020b) Twitter 2020 1300 - Gold
Liu et al. (2022b) Hand written metaphors

+ similes (Crowdsourced)
2022 10256 - Gold

Table A2: Existing Datasets for the Metaphor Interpretation Task

Dataset Source Time Period #M #NM Label Types
MERMAID (Chakrabarty
et al., 2021)

Gutenberg Poetry 1991-2016 90000 - Silver

Table A3: Existing Datasets used for the Metaphor Generation task

A.2 Model Parameters

A.2.1 RoBERTa
No. of Parameters: We use the RoBERTa base checkpoint (125M parameters)14.
No of Epochs: We finetuned the model for 7 epochs and save the best model based on validation accuracy.
Training Time: 2 hours
Training hyper parameters: We use popular parameters that is, learning rate: 2e− 5, dropout as 0.3 and
AdamW as the optimizer.

A.2.2 ALBERT
We make use of the pre-trained albert-xxlarge-v215 checkpoint without finetuning.
No. of Parameters: 223M parameters

14https://huggingface.co/roberta-base
15https://huggingface.co/albert-xxlarge-v2
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A.2.3 Hardware Configuration
We made use of Google colab16 to fine-tune RoBERTa and make predictions. The service provides a
variety of single GPU instances (commonly Nvidia T4 or P100) and assigns one based on availability.
Total GPU hours equated to approximately 8.

A.3 Streamlit Annotation Interface
The interface is provided in Figure A1.

Figure A1: Interface for Annotation. Human annotators used this interface to (a) verify the metaphoricity of
predicted verb metaphor and (b) identify semantically appropriated literal or metaphorical candidates as applicable.

16https://colab.research.google.com/
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